City of Lockport
Traffic Advisory Committee
3/21/22
Members Present:
Roger Pittis Citizen(V)
Rich Clark Citizen (V)
Lt. Pittman LPD
P. McGrath, City Attorney

Chief Abbot LPD
C.Dimmick Highway and Parks

Lt Pittman: Alderman Beakman and Mayor Roman (V) in attendance to discuss moving forward with a
resolution to allow overnight parking from Nov 1 st to Apr 1st. They would like COLTACT to discuss the
impact this would have on the City. The impact of overnight parking effecting emergency vehicles as
discussed. Also certain streets were discussed as being exempt from overnight parking due to being too
narrow. Lt Pittman made a motion to hold a special meeting on 4/4/22 and discuss only overnight
parking. This way Chief Qualiano LFD AND Mike Hoffman H/P could be in attendance. At this meeting
COLTAC would advise or not to allow overnight parking from 4/1- 11/1.
Lt Pittman: The reserving of parking spaces downtown for residents of UPT was discussed. Mayor
Roman advised that Mr. Ulrich agreed to give back 5 parking spaces 2 in the Pine St Lot and 3 in the
Main St Lot back to the City. Mayor Roman spoke with a social worker at the towers advised they would
need thirty parking spaces and ten handicapped spaces to accommodate their parking needs. Their
request did not appear to be realistic. After discussion, COLTAC decided that the aforementioned five
parking spaces along with a number of spaces in the Library Lot could be reserved for the residents of
UPT. The price of the parking permits allowing the residents to utilize these spaces was discussed and
agreed to be unaffordable to the residents. Mayor Roman suggested a $20.00 fee be charged to
residents of UPT applying for permits. Mayor Roman suggested she will facilitate this fee through a
MOA.
Lt.Pittman: Parking issues at M. Carter was again discussed. The business had reportedly placed a
parking sign on a public street. Chief Abbott agreed LPD will investigate this issue.
Next regular meeting scheduled for 4/18 at 3:00 pm.

